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Stop knocking yourself out to make money the hard way!... At Last! You Can Make Money With Google

AdSenseWithout Having To Write One Word of Content! We Spent Thousands Of Dollars And Over 2

Months Of Our Time Creating A Unique Article Directory Script. You Can Now Run An Article Submission

Site That Gets Other People To Submit Articles, Which Builds Thousands Of Google AdSense Revenue

Generating Pages Without You Lifting A Finger Plus It Builds You An Email List At The Same Time!

Tuesday 9:12 am From: Your Name Here Dear Fellow Internet Marketer, Lets face it, making money on

the internet can be a little bit confusing! Theres no doubt that Google Adsense is a proven money maker,

but getting content pages to put those ads on is probably the most difficult thing for any internet to do.

Frankly, good content is one of the few things you just cant fake. Of course, some people will tell you can

do fine without lots of new content on your site all the time. WRONG! Just ask them how much their last

Google AdSense check was for. The numbers speak for themselves. Sure, there are lots of ebooks that

will teach you how to become a maestro of AdSense, and there are books on how to get content

writtenbut learning all that information and then trying to get content takes time.a lot of it. I mean, you

practically have to give up your job and start cranking out content full-time to make it pay off. Sound at all

familiar? But then I got an idea Ive gotten a ton of requests from people who want to make money with

AdSense but who just dont have time to go chasing down fresh content every day. And I mean a ton. So

many, in fact, that it made me think, How can I automate this process? It took time, but I came up with a

script that lets you run a site that solicits articles from people, post them, and puts Google ads on every

single one of those puppies. Think about itif you get 50 people submitting an article to you a day, after

100 days you have 50,000 articles, with Google ads on each one Were Talking Serious Money Here! But

wait, you say, why would people submit articles to your site for free? Well, its pretty simple. Inside all of

us is an approval-seeking being who wants to see his or her name in print. Admit itdont you smile just a

little bit when you see your name on a nameplate, or a sports roster, or in a letter to the editor?

Everybody wants to be a star. Theres another aspect of human nature that will make people send you

free articles. When someones passionate about something, whether they love it or hate it, theyll write
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about it for free just to get it out there where others will see it. But the biggest reason these people will

submit these articles to your new Article Directory site is to be able to add their name and link back to

their site at the bottom of every article! They know these articles will be copied from your article site and

used by hundreds or even thousands of other people all the while getting their name and resource box

links spread all an out the internet! So what my script does is take advantage of human nature. Sounds

too good to be true? Well, it isnt if you have the right tool. The best part is while all of this is going on-

other people are building your massive site for you, a little bit at a time just like the search engines like it!

The Right (and the Wrong) Way to Get Free Content Getting people to write jillions of free articles for you

sounds great, right? But theres one other thing to considerhow are you going to keep track of all those

peoples work and how are you going to track your AdSense revenue? You need a back office system.

And thats just what my script includes. Included is everything you need to run your own article web site

and a fully functional administrative backhand to keep track of all your users, and also functions that

would allow you to e-mail all your users as well. Plus you do not have to be a genius to run this system,

the backend is just as easy as adding your content into by typing it into the provided boxes- You do not

need to know a thing about html! BUT WAITTHERES MORE! Heres What All You Get In The Script 1.

Absolutely everything you need to run your own turnkey article web site. 2. A fully functional

administrative backend to keep track of all your users and articles! 3. Easy-to-use functions that let you

e-mail all your users. Finally! A way to quickly and easily make thousands of high content Adsense

revenue generation page all while letting others do all the work! If You have always wanted to be able to

quit your day job and break into the Internet Marketing world building high content web sites is a great

way to do it! Grab this incredible software now! You see, instead of compiling everything into a thick book

thatll probably just gather dust on your shelf weve put everything in an electronic reference work that you

can quickly and easily search for exactly what you need.
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